This paper discusses an undergraduate engineering education program recently funded by the Advanced Research Projects Office (ARPA) Technology Reinvestment Project (TRP) to add more hands-on experience for undergraduate engineering students.
INTRODUCTION
Engineering education in the United States underwent a significant change in the early 1950's. According to an article in ASEE Prism, "the post-World War I1 curriculum model, heavy on math and science and relatively light on engineering design, comes in for its share of reproof." (Hubband, 1993) . The reduction in design courses was accompanied by a similar reduction in hands-on laboratory courses. Currently, the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) requires a minimum of 16 semester credit hours of design courses for undergraduate engineering degrees.
Over the years, reaction from U.S. industry, the employer of 70 percent of all engineering graduates, has been that considerable in-plant training is needed before newly minted engineers can be effective in design assignments. It is interesting to see how this problem is being handled in the other major industrialized nations.
After World War 11, Japan pattemed its recovering industries after the then dominant U.S. model. The Japanese decided to copy the postwar U.S. model of engineering education. Consequently, newly graduated Japanese engineers have little capability for hands-on design. This problem was noted more than two decades ago. The Japanese solution was not to change the engineering curriculum, but rather to provide hands-on design experience on the job. Thus, in a Japanese manufacturing plant, newly graduated engineers are assigned various tasks, such as acting as foremen on the production floor. These hands-on assignments account for the first two years of employment. Only after this period are the engineers given design assignments.
In Germany a different approach has been taken.
About 95 Fachhochschulen have been established in recent years. These four year institutions are college level schools that provide practice-oriented engineering education. The faculty of these institutions are requmd to have a minimum of five years of industrial practice (Willenbmck, 1992). In Geman technical institutes, the professors who head these organizations are called to these positions after ten or more years of industrial experience (Eder, 1993) .
The lack of hands-on training and design experience for U.S. engineering undergraduates has been recognized by the federal government in the March, 1993 solicitation by the Advanced Research Project Agency's Technology Reinvestment Project (ARPA-TRP). This solicitation asked for proposals in the area of manufacturing engineering education. The University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) and Alabama A&M University won a contract award in the area of undergraduate manufacturing teachingllearning laboratories. 
MANUFACTURING EDUCATION PROGRAM

CAD/CAM Lab
Several labs are consmcted around the manufacturing equipment at ACATT (Figure 2 ). In these labs a student can design a part on a CAD workstation, conduct a detailed analysis of the part using such software as finite element modeling (FEM), generate the NC software to "cut" the part, electronically transmit the NC program file to a CNC machining center and watch the part being made, and electronically transmit the CAD design file to a stereolithography apparatus and watch the part be "grown" from a tank of liquid polymer. The finished part is inspected using a coordinate measuring machine.
In addition, the student can reverse engineer a part by going backwards from the part and create the drawings. The coordinate measunng machine is used to obtain a set of points which are then entered into a post processor that attempts to connect as many of the points as possible. This file is then entered into a CAD system and the remaining points connected. The result is a finished drawing.
Foam Manufacturing Lab
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Manufacturing Simulators Lab
The apparel industry is undergoing significant changes. One area experiencing change is the method of apparel manufacturing. This change is in response to market pressures for rapid style changes and quick response to customer orders. For years the standard method of manufacturing has been the progressive bundle system.
Many apparel firms are now beginning to experiment with the concepts of modular manufacturing to improve the process, minimize system variability, improve quality, and reduce cost, In modular manufacturing the operators are interchangeable among the operations and compensation is based on the module's output of quality products (Ziemke and Schroer, 1992) . UAH has developed two simulators to assist apparel firms design and analyze manufacturing modules. The simulators are based on technology developed at NASA/MSFC. The simulator SSE6 can be used to simulate an apparel manufacturing module based on the TSS (Toyota Sewing System) concept where all operators stand and move between stations. Work is done in lots of one garment.
The simulator SSES can be used to model an apparel module where some operators are fixed at machines while other operators move between several machines. The moveable operators move based on a defined set of rules, such as time limit, bundle limit, lower WIP and upper WIP. 2. All operators work at 100% at home station, 95% at second station in priority list, 90% at third station in priority list, etc.
3. Unlimited space for W between stations. 4. Work done in lots of one part.
5. Always at least one part in front of Station 1.
6.
Only one machine ailowed at Station 1.
Design a manufacturing system using the simulators to maximize production and at the , same time, minimize the number of operators, number of machines, and WIP. Plot the results of your alternatives. For example, the plots could include a comparison of production, production/hour, W P , operator utilizations, machine utilizations, and time operator spent at each station.
Multiple machines are allowed at other stations. Included-in the manual are the basics that a beginning student would need to execute the system, a description of the most frequently used blocks, and a set of sixteen sample models. Students are given a copy of the lab manual, a disk containing the sixteen sample models, and a copy of the limited version of G P S S K .
The models are initially very simple. Additional block types are then added to the subsequent models.
Manufacturing cell ( Figure 4 ). 
FIELDTESTS
The lab man& will be field tested in the summer 1994 as part of the UAWACATT Summer Engineering Residency Program. Students will be participating in a two week hands-on learning experience at ACAlT. UAH and A&M faculty and ACATT instructors and technicians will teach the labs. A followup evaluation will be made at the end of the program.
CONCLUSIONS
At this point in the project, the following observations are made:
Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs) are an excellent vehicle for obtaining access to manufacturing equipment and personnel at federal laboratories. State training centers have equipment that is current and maintained and have highly qualified instructors and technicians.
Manufacturing simulators are excellent education tools to provide students with open ended design problems.
Very simple simulation experiments which are open ended can be designed using simulation languages such as GPSSPC.
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